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CONCERNING PARTIAL RECURSIVE SIMILARITY
TRANSFORMATIONS OF LINEARLY

ORDERED SETS
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Interesting contrasts between uncountable suborderings
of the continuum and denumerable linear orderings are
provided by results of Dushnik and Miller and Sierpiήski on
the one hand and Laver on other. We investigate analogues
of these results in a recursive setting where the only simi-
larity maps are restrictions of partial recursive functions.
Complements of recursively enumerable bi-dense subsets of
the rationale of arbitrary nonzero degree of unsolvability
are shown to bear a strong resemblance to uncountable
suborderings of the continuum.

1* Introduction and summary* Two linear orderings, H and

G, are said to be similar if there is an order preserving map from
H onto G. H is said to be embeddable in G if H is similar to a
subordering of G. H ^ G denotes that H is embeddable in G while
H £G denotes that H is not embeddable in G. c denotes the car-
dinality of the continuum C. ^ denotes the least ordinal whose
cardinality is c. A is said to be bi-dense in B if both A and its
complement in B are dense in B.

Theorems I and II below are due to Dushnik and Miller [1940].
Sierpiήski [1950] contains Theorems III, IV, and V, whose proofs are
interesting elaborations of the techniques and proofs of Dushnik and
Miller.

THEOREM I. Every countable linear ordering is similar to proper
subset of itself.

THEOREM II. There is a bi-dense subset A of C of cardinality
c such that there is no order-preserving map from A into itself
except the identity; in particular, A is not similar to any proper
subset of itself.

THEOREM III. There is a sequence {Ga\a < y$} of bi-dense subsets
of C such that each Ga has cardinality c and a < β < ^ implies
Ga g Gβ but Gβ S Ga

THEOREM IV. There is a sequence {Da \a < ^} of bi-dense subsets
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of C such that each Da has cardinality c and a < β < ^ implies
Dβ £ Da but Da£ Dβ.

THEOREM V. There is a sequence {Ha\a < ^} of bi-dense subsets
of C such that each Ha has cardinality c and a < β < y$ implies
both Ha S Hβ and Hβ S Ha.

In contrast to these results, Laver published in 1971 a proof of
the following conjecture of Fraϊsse about countable linear orderings.

THEOREM VI. Every descending sequence of countable order types
is finite, and every anti-chain (under embeddability) of countable
order types is finite.

Theorems I and VI concerning countable order types contrast
strongly with Theorems II-V concerning uncountable order types.
From a recursion-theoretic point of view, complements of recursively
enumerable sets are analogous to uncountable sets, since they are
the simplest sets which cannot be effectively enumerated. We shall
see that, in fact, co-recursively enumerable orderings (under effective
embeddability) bear a strong resemblance to uncountable orderings
(under embeddability).

Let us fix an effective 1 — 1 correspondence between the natural
numbers N and the rational numbers Q. (For technical reasons,
which will become apparent later, we will assume that those rationale
corresponding to natural numbers of the form 4j and Aj + 1 are
dense in Q.) We identify each natural number with its corresponding
rational number quite freely. < and ^ refer to the usual ordering
of the natural numbers while © and (§) refer to the usual ordering
of the rational numbers, φ is said to embed a into β if φ is a
partial function whose domain includes a, φ(x) e β for all x e a, and
whenever xea, y ea, and %©y, then φ(x) © φ(y). If φ embeds a
into β and φ is partial recursive, φ is said to recursively embed a
into β. a <*t β denotes that φ recursively embeds a into β. a^cβ
denotes that a is recursively embeddable into β.

In the next section we present a recursive analogue of the con-
struction used to prove Theorem II. This leads to the results below
which are proved in §3.

THEOREM 2. There is a co-recursively enumerable bi-dense subset
a of Q such that there is no order-preserving partial-recursive map
from cc into itself except extensions of the identity on a.

THEOREM 3. There is a sequence {yt \ i e N) of co-recursively
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enumerable bi-dense subsets of Q such that i < j implies 7t^eΎj

but Jj ^ C 7 , .

T H E O R E M 4. There is sequence {^ | i e N} of co-recursively enu-

merable bi-dense subsets of Q such that i < j implies δ , , ^ ^ but

THEOREM 5. There is a sequence {^ | i e N} of co-recursively

enumerable bi-dense subsets of Q such that i<j implies both Ύ}i^cr}ύ

and Ύ)s Sc Vi-

Furthermore, assume that β is any fixed recursively enumerable
set which is not recursive. Then the sets a and Ί%, δif βt for i e N
can be constructed to be Turing equivalent to β.

Thus, under recursive embeddability, the co-recursively enu-
merable bi-dense subsets of Q (of any fixed nonzero degree of un-
solvability) bear a strong resemblance to the bi-dense subsets of C,
but not to the bi-dense subsets of Q, under ordinary embeddability.

The following more general consequence of the basic Theorem 1
was proved in response to a question of R. Laver. (The brief proofs
of Theorems 3, 4, and 5 have been retained to highlight their similarity
to the combinatorial proofs of Theorems III, IV, and V.)

THEOREM 7. Let β be any recursively enumerable set which is
not recursive and let L be any countable linear ordering. Then
there is a collection of co-recursively enumerable sets, each of which
is bi-dense in Q, each of which is Turing equivalent to β, and
such that the collection is linearly ordered by <ΞC, and with respect
to ^ c is order-isomorphic to L.

Laver also asked whether a similar result was correct for countable
partial orderings. In this connection we prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 8. Let β be any recursively enumerable set which is
not recursive and let K be any finite partial ordering. Then
there is a collection of co-recursively enumerable sets, each bi-dense
in Q, each Turing equivalent to β, such that, under <Ξ;C, this collection
is order-isomorphic to K.

The proofs of these results are contained in §4.

J. Remmel has now completely answered Laver's question by
showing that Theorem 8 is correct for an arbitrary countable partial
ordering. His proof is an application of the techniques developed
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by Sacks to prove that every countable partial ordering can be
embedded in the upper semi-lattice of degrees of recursively enu-
merable sets.

2* The basic construction*

THEOREM 1. Let β be any recursively enumerable set which is
not recursive. There exists a co-recursively enumerable set a such
that

(A) a is bi-άense in Q,
(B) a is Turing equivalent to β, and
(C) if a <ί* a, then φ(a) — a for all aea.

Proof. The proof is an effectivization of Dushnik and Miller's
proof of Theorem II using Yates' "permitting" technique to control
the degree of a. Before turning to the proof, let us make several
observations about the result. The requirement that a be dense
rules out the possibility of obtaining a recursively enumerable a
satisfying (C). This is easily seen by applying the famous technique
of Cantor which shows the categoricity of countable dense linear
orderings without end points. If we drop the requirement that a
be dense, it is possible to find infinite recursive subsets of the rationale
such that if a <̂ ψ

c a then φ{a) — a for all aea. The density of a
in Theorem 1 is motivated by its analogy with the density condition
in Theorems II-V.

Condition (C) can be viewed as an infinite sequence of requirements
on α, the eth requirement being that if φe maps a into itself, then
φe should be the identity on a. The basic Dushnik-Miller strategy
is to satisfy the eth requirement by finding a pe in the domain of
φe such that pe Φ ρe(pe), and then placing pe into a while placing
φe(pe) into the complement a of a. Of course the various require-
ments would lead to conflicts, and such a simple-minded scheme would
produce a recursive a which we know is impossible. The standard
technique for avoiding such pitfalls is the priority method where,
in our situation, the smaller e is, the higher the priority we assign to
satisfying the eth requirement. Thus, during the construction, when
we find a pe which we may use to satisfy the eth requirement, we
irrevocably place φe(pe) into a (since it is to be recursively enumerable),
but we can only place pe into a tentatively since we may later discover
that pe = φe*(p*) for some e* < e and then be obliged to put pe into
a since the e*th requirement has higher priority than the eth re-
quirement.

Condition (A) can also be viewed as an infinite sequence of require-
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ments. Let Io, Ilf I2, be a recursive enumeration of all open
intervals of Q with rational endpoints. In order to make a dense
in Q it suffices to put into a, for each j , an element is of Iy. Doing
so is of course a simple matter, except that, for reasons given above,
it may later be necessary to put i3- into α; we will only do so,
however, in order to satisfy the eth requirement if e ^ j . It will
then be clear, as in all "finite injury" priority arguments, that each
requirement is satisfied at most finitely often, and that given any
requirement, once all higher priority requirements have been satisfied
for the last time, it will be satisfied at most one more time, and,
if it is subsequently satisfied, it will remain satisfied.

To make (B) correct, we modify the construction above by simul-
taneously constructing a sequence c0, e19 c2, of numbers which will
record into a information about β. Specifically, c3- will be in a
precisely if j £ β, so that β will be recursive in a, since the sequence
{cj} will also be recursive in a. (For technical reasons, we will also
make particular use of the numbers {dt \ i e N} where dt = c, + 1 for
each i.) On the other hand, the construction of a will be regulated
by a fixed 1 — 1 recursive enumeration bQ, b19 δ2, of β, so that
oracular knowledge of β would give complete information about a,
and thus a will be recursive in β. Specifically, at stage s of the
construction, a requirement may be satisfied only if its relevant
parameters are larger than bs — so that the unexpected enumeration
of a small element of β will "permit" otherwise forbidden activity.

Since each pj9 ij9 c3- and d3- may have different values at different
stages of the construction, we introduce markers in the style of
Rogers. These markers, denoted ps, ih cs and dό respectively, will
be assigned values at certain stages of the construction. The final
positions of these markers will be numbers ps , ίίf cs and d, respectively,
which will fulfill the roles assigned to them in the discussion above.

We assume that, at the end of stage s of the construction, the
markers

have been assigned the values

M* - {p)f ΐJ|0 rg j ^ s} U {cj, d}\jeN}

respectively. These values are all distinct, except that various p)
may equal 0. We also assume that d) = c' + 1 > j + 2 for all j ,
and that, initially, d) = 4j + 3 for all j . We let

Ms

e = {p},i°.,c*.,d°.\j < e } .

We further assume that no p) or i) is in a% which is the finite subset
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of a enumerated by the end of stage s; and that c) or d) is in a3

only if j = bt for some t < s, in which case both are in δ\
At stage s + 1, e is said to require attention if e <; s, ps

e = 0, and
there is an x such that bs+1 ^ x < φ%x), which is defined, such that
xίa'\J Ml and φl(x) £ Ms

e, and with bs+1 = x only if a? = cj for some
j ^ e. The number y is said to be free at a substage of stage s + 1
if j/ > &s + 1, y has not been enumerated in α, and y has never been
the value of any marker.

If no e requires attention at stage s + 1, the only action to be
taken at stage s + 1 is that specified in the next paragraph. Otherwise
let e be the last number requiring attention at stage s + 1 and let
x be the least number appropriate for e in the sense of the preceding
paragraph. Let ps

e

+1 = x and place φe(x) into a. If any pj 6 {x, φe(x)},
for each such j let p* +1 = 0. If any i) e {#, φe(x)}, for each such j ,
in order, let iγι be the least free number in Ij. Consider, in order,
those j for which {cj, dj} Π {%, φe(%)} ^ 0 : if 9>β(»)€{cJ, d}}, one of cj
or d) has already been placed in ά; if not, a? e {c* , dj}, in which case
the other element of {c}, d}} is now placed in a. For each j , in order,
for which (cj, cίJ} Π {a?, φe(^)} ̂  0 , let α/ be the smallest number bigger
than j + 1 such that both it and its successor are free, and define
cj+1 - y and dγι = 3/ + 1.

Let each marker which had an assignment at the end of stage
s, and which has not been given a new assignment by the above
instructions, keep its assignment through stage s + 1. Put both
cί̂ 1 and ds

b

+

s

ι into a. Define pl%\ = 0 and let il%\ be the least free
number in Is+1.

We begin our analysis with some simple observations. First,
a = N — a is co-recursively enumerable. Since each marker moves
finitely often, each marker eventually stabilizes. For each s and
i, j + 1 < c) = dj — 1. Finally, since ^-eαΠ Iy, α is dense.

We now show that if y is newly enumerated in a at stage 8 + 1,
then y ^ δs + 1, with equality only in certain specified circumstances.
Suppose first that e required attention and was given that attention
using x at stage s + 1. If y — φe(%), then we have b$ + 1 <; x <
φβ(x) so that y > b, + 1. lΐ y e {cs

ά, d]} and y is placed in a$+1 because
{<%> dj}Π{x, φe(x)}^ 0 , then, besides the case y = φe(x) treated above,
we must consider two cases: If y = d), then c) — x ^ δ8 + 1, so that
y = d) = cj + 1 > 6g + 1; if y — cs

j9 then d' = α?, so that α? > δβ + 1 , (since
a? = 6S + 1 only if x = c}/ for some i ' and no cj/ can be dj), and hence
y = a? — 1 ^ 6 , + 1. Whether any e was given attention or not, the
only other elements newly enumerated in a at stage s + 1 are c'b+

ι

and ώ8^1. But then by the next to the last observation of the pre-
ceding paragraph, 6S + 1 < 0J+1 < d\+

8

ι. Thus, in all cases, y ^ bs + 1.
Note that 2/ = bs + 1 only when e requires attention at stage 8 + 1
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and is given attention using x = d) where y = c) and x = bs + 2.
Now we verify (C) by showing that its failure would imply that

β is recursive. Actually, we shall prove much more, namely, that
if φ is any partial recursive function which maps a into a, then
there can be no infinite subset 7 of a such that φ maps 7 into 7 in
a 1-1 fashion and such that φ(x) Φ x ίoτ all #6 7. (This implies
(C); becase if a <L* a but φ(x) Φ x for some xea, then

7 = {<p*(χ) \neN}

would violate the above.) Suppose ψ — ψa with 7 is a counterexample.
Ghoose s0 so large that {pjf iSf c3 , d3- \ j < a} = Ma and pa have all
stabilized by stage sQ; thus for s > s0, Λf£ = Ma. Note that pβ = 0
since pa > 0 implies pα e a: and φ(pa) e a, contradicting the assumption
that φ maps a into a.

Next observe that there are infinitely many x e 7 such that a? <
9>($) and {#, £>(#)} Π Ma = 0 . To see this, first note that if / is a
1-1 function mapping an infinite subset M of JV into itself and has
no fixed point, then there is an infinite subset MtQ M such that
m < f(m) for all m e Mx. Now let M be 7, / be φ, and use the
finiteness of Ma.

In view of this, given any z we can effectively find a y > z + 1
and an sL > s0 such that φSl(y) is defined, y < φSl(y), y $ cxSl U Aία and
9(2/) $ Ma. We shall see below that if s ^ 8ί then 6β > ^ . Hence
zeβ iff ^6{60, δx, •• ,δSl}. Since sx was found recursively from z,
this implies that β is recursive.

To show that iί s ^ sy then 5S > z, it suffices to show that y gas

for any s ^ 5X. For if that were so, then, since Mi = Ma for all
s ^ 8lt the only reason that a does not require attention at stage s + 1
is that δs + 1 ^ 2/. But since y > z + 1, we get δs > 2 for all s ^ slβ

We proceed by induction on s ^ sx. So assume y $ a8. If # were
put into a at stage s + 1, then y ^ δ3 + 1. If 2/ > δs + 1 then α
would be given attention using y at stage s + 1; if y = bs + 1 then
some e > α was given attention using x = δs + 2 = dj at stage s + 1
—but then y = cj = δs + 1 so that instead α would have been given
attention using y at stage s + 1. Hence 1/ g α8+1. This completes
the proof of (C) and its generalization.

As to (A), we have already noted that a is dense. To show
that a is also dense, given any rational interval I3 we select a
recursive function φ which is the identity outside of Io and is strictly
increasing within Iό. Since a is dense, there is an x 6 a Π /?. Since
x © φ(x), it follows from (G) that φ cannot map a into a. So for
some yea, φ(y) £ a. In particular, φ(y) Φ y so (̂̂ /) e I3. Thus 9%) e
ά Π Ij so that α is dense and (A) is proved.

That a<Lτ β follow from our observation that if y is first enu-
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merated in a at stage s + 1, then y ^ b$ + 1. To see whether or
not y ea, find s recursively in β such that for s' ^ s we have bs, > y.
Then 2/eα iff y&as+1.

To see that β^τa, first observe that jeβifi. c5 eα. The following
procedure determines, recursively in a, whether or not j e β. It
[c], άj} £ a then cj = c, and j" ί /3. Otherwise, look at the construction
and find the stage at which [c], d°3) Π cc became nonempty. (Note that
for this part of the argument it was necessary earlier to have put
something into a whenever the c3- marker was moved; this explains
the role of the markers d3- in the construction.) If the cause of that
action was the membership of j in β then of course j e β. Otherwise
Cj and dj are given new assignments and we may repeat the analysis.
Since c3- has a stable assignment, the procedure terminates after a
finite number of iterations. This completes the proof of (B).

We observe that the set a constructed above is immune. For
the stronger version of (C) proved above implies that if Ύ is any
infinite subset of a and φ is any partial recursive function (not
necessarily order-preserving) which maps 7 into 7 in a 1-1 fashion,
then φ{x) — x for some x e 7. On the other hand, if 7 were an
infinite recursively enumerable subset of a, then there would clearly
be partial recursive functions mapping 7 into 7 with no fixed points.

It should be noted also that Theorem 1 has a purely set-theoretic
counterpart. That is, the generalization of (C) proved above yields
the following corollary.

COROLLARY. Let β be any recursively enumerable set which is
not recursive. There exists a co-recursively enumerable set a of
natural numbers such that (i) a is Turing equivalent to β, and (ii)
if φ is any partial recursive function mapping a into a, then
φ(a) — a for all but a finite number of aea.

3* Recursive analogues of some results of Dushnik and Miller
and Sierpinski. Theorem 2, as quoted in § 1, is an immediate con-
sequence of Theorem 1. The following lemma will be useful in
proving Theorems 3, 4 and 5.

LEMMA 1. Let β be any recursively enumerable set which is
not recursive. Let a be any co-recursively enumerable set satisfying
the conditions of Theorem 1. Let c£a and dea. Then both a U
{c} and a — {d} satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.

Proof. In both cases, only (C) needs attention since the other
conditions are immediate. Consider first δ = a — {d} and suppose that
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<5<̂ <5. There are three possibilities:
( i ) for some d' ed, d' ©d and φ{d') © d;
(ii) for some d' eδ, d' ©d and φ{d') © d\
(iii) for all d' e <?, both d' © d implies φ{df) © d and df ©d implies

φ{d') © d.
We shall see that (i), and similarly (ii), contradicts (C) for a, while
(iii) implies that φ is the identity on δ.

Let d' satisfy (i). Define

(φ(x) if x © d and φ(x) is defined

[x if xφd .

Then ψ is a partial recursive function whose domain includes δ U
{d} = a and a <f a. Now let d* 6 α be such that <p(ώ') © ώ* © ώ © d\
Since φ is order preserving on δ and d* 6 δ, we have £>(ώ*) © φ(d') ©
d*. But then d*ea and <?(ώ*)@ώ*, contradicting (C) for a. The
contradiction in case (ii) is deduced symmetrically. Finally, in case
(iii), define

\φ{x) if x Φ d

(d if x = d .

Then α: ̂ f a so that ψ(&) = a for all αetf. Hence φ{a) = α for all

The proof that 7 = a (j {c} satisfies condition (G) is similar.

For the remainder of this section, let β be any recursively enum-
erable set which is not recursive and let a be any co-recursively
enumerable set satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1 for β. Let
a — {a0, alf α2, } and a = {c0, elf c2, } where i Φ j implies at Φ a5

and ct Φ cy

Proof of Theorem 3. Let τ0 = a and 7<+1 = 7, U {cj. The identity
function is a recursive embedding of Ύt into 7<+1. Lemma 1 shows
that each yi satisfies the conditions placed on a in Theorem 1. If
^ Ϊ + 1 ^ 0 % , then also 7 ί + 1<;?7 ί + 1 since 7< £ 7<+1. Since 7 m satisfies
condition (G), ̂ >(α;) = x for all a? 6 7ί+1. In particular, ^(cj = c, g 7<
so 7<+1 ^ c 7<. Notice that this implies that 7, ^ c 7, iff i ^ i.

Proof of Theorem 4. Let <50 = α and δi+1 = δ, - {αj. The identity
function is a recursive embedding of <5i+1 into δt. The remainder of
the proof is virtually identical to that of Theorem 3 including the
final observation that dt ^cδd iff i ^ j .

Proof of Theorem 5. Let tηi = a — {αj. Suppose i ^ i and
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7]ί ̂ tVs* There are three cases, as in the proof of Lemma 1 above.
If for some d' e ηi9 both dΫ © α* and φ{d') © ajf then we define ψ by

(φ(x) if x © at

j if x = at

if x © at

and obtain a contradiction. If for some dr e ηif both d' © at and
φ(df)©ajf then we define ^ similarly, and obtain a similar contradiction.
Finally, if d'©at implies φ(df)©aj and df©at implies φ{df)©ah we
can extend φ by mapping ĉ  to aj9 and again get a contradiction.

Notice that if i Φ j , ηi and ηs differ by exactly two elements.
This gives us a recursive analogue of Theorem 5 of Sierpiήski's
paper. Theorems 3, 4 and 5 are analogues of Sierpiήski's Theorems
3, 4 and 5. Finally, the next theorem is an analogue of his Theorem 6.

THEOREM 6. There exist co-recursively enumerable sets a0 and
alf each of which is Turing equivalent to β and bi-dense, satisfying
the following conditions: a0 ^ca19 aγ <£e a09 and if' α0 <̂ c α2 <̂ c α̂  then
either a2 <Lca0 or <xx<Lc a2.

Proof. Let a0 = a and ax = a U {c0} = 7lm By Theorems 3 only
the last assertion still requires proof. Suppose then αo<^°α:2 and
a2<*lιaγ. Defining φ — φλ φ0 we see ao^ax We now show this
can be strengthened to aG<."a0. Suppose not and let φ{a*) = c0

where α* e a0. We may assume α* © c0 without loss of generality.
Let φ* be defined by the conditions:

x if x® a*

φ(x) if x © α* and φ(x) is defined .

a <X a so φ*(α) = a for all & e a. In particular for c0 © a © α* and
aea, φ(a) © φ(a*) = c0 © α = φ*(α) = ^(α). This contradiction shows
(Xo^t ao It follows that φ(a) = α for all α e α.

If ^(ft) ^ c0 for all xea2, then α2 <;^ <x0, since αx - a0 U {c0}.
Otherwise let φλ(d) — c0. Since ^-^o is the identity on α0, it follows
that φx maps a2 — {d} onto ax — {c0}. Furthermore, if ^(α) = b for
α e α2 — {ώ}, then φo(ί>) = ^ So we can define a partial recursive

^ --p Λ — ° a n ( i it i s easily verified that
a ii o — c09

ax^ta2. This comples the proof.

4* Further results* The following lemma will be needed in the
proof of Theorem 7.
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LEMMA 2. // ax and a2 are two subsets of Q, let ^ 0 ^ =
/(#i) U g(tt2) where f and g are fixed recursive order-preserving
functions of Q onto (— oo, 0) and (0, +°°) respectively.

( i ) ax and a2 bi-dense implies ax 0 a2 bi-dense.
(ii) ax and a2 co-recursively enumerable implies ax®a2 co-recur-

sively enumerable.
(iii) deg (α^ 0 a2) = deg ax U deg a2.
(iv) aγ and a2 satisfying condition (G) implies that aγ 0 a2

satisfies condition (C).

Proof, (i) and (ii) are obvious. Since complete information about
membership in ax 0 a2 is equivalent to complete information about
membership in both aγ and a2, (iii) is correct. As for (iv), if ^ 0
a2 ί j ^ φ ^ , then, as in Lemma 1 and subsequent arguments, there
are three cases, the first two leading to contradictions and the third
leading to the conclusion that φ is the identity on ax 0 a2

THEOREM 7. Let β be any recursively enumerable set which is
not recursive. Then there exists a collection {yq\qzQ} of co-recur-
sively enumerable subsets of Q satisfying conditions (A), (B) and
(C) of Theorem 1 and such that for each q, qf eQ

Λ ^cΎq, iff qφq' .

Proof. Let R be a fixed recursive subset of Q satisfying the
following properties: The order type of R is 2-η. R is the disjoint
union of two recursive sets Rp and Rs. There is a recursive function
which assigns to each r e Rp that element r+ e Rs which is its imme-
diate successor in R. Every element of Rs is the immediate successor
in R of some r 6 Rp. Note that Rp is order isomorphic to Q.

Let a be the set constructed in Theorem 1 and recall, as discussed
immediately after its proof, that a is also immune. For each r e Rp,
let ar = a — {(μx){x e (s, s+) Π a) \ s e RP1 s©r). This is well defined
since a is dense. For each r e Rpf ar is recursive in a, ar is bi-dense,
and ar is immune. To see that ar is co-recursively enumerable,
consider the following procedure, which gives a recursive enumeration
of ar. Enumerate a into ar and simultaneously enumerate {s e Rp\s©r};
when 8 is enumerated, find the least x in (s, s+) which is not yet in
a and put it in άr — if that x eventually turns up in the enumeration
of a, then a new x in (s, s+) can be selected for άr; since a is dense,
eventually the x selected and put into ar will not also appear in a.
Note that, by the uniformity of these definitions, ar £ as iff r © s.

For each r e Rp let Ίr = a 0 ar. Then, by Lemma 2, each Ύr is
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bi-dense, co-recursively enumerable, and is Turing-equivalent to a
(since ar is recursive in a) and hence to β. To see that 7r satisfies
(C) it suffices, by Lemma 2, to verify that ar satisfies (C). But if
ar ^ I ar and for some a e ctr, φ(a) Φ a, then, assuming φ{a) © a we
get an infinite recursively enumerable subset a, φ{a), φ\a), φ\a),
of ar, contradicting the fact that it is immune.

Finally, we must verify that if r, seRp then Ίr^LcΊ8 iff rφs.
If r©s then 7 r<;id7 s, so clearly 7 r ^ c 7 8 . If, on the other hand,
7r<:?7s, but s © r , then, since 7 s ^j d 7 r we get Ίr^

φ

cΊr. Hence φ is
the identity on 7r, so that 7r £ 7S which implies that ar Q as and
thus r φ s. Hence 7r ^ c 7S iff r φ s.

Since Rv is order-isomorphic to Q, this completes the proof.

COROLLARY. If L is any countable linear ordering, there is a
collection of co-recursively enumerable subsets of Q satisfying con-
ditions (A), (B) and (C) of Theorem 1 which, with respect to ^ c , is
order-isomorphic to L.

The proof of Theorem 8 follows easily from the following lemma.

LEMMA 3. If ax and a2 are both bi-dense and immune and if
a2 — aγ is finite, at^caz iff at £ az.

Proof. One direction is trivial. Suppose, for the other direction,
that ax Sφ

c OL2 but that ax g a2. Let a^e^ — a2. Then φ(ao)ea2 so
<P(QΌ) ^ #o Assume without loss of generality that φ(a0) < a0. Then
either

α0 © φ(a0) © φ\a0) >

and all of these are in aγ π ccZf or there is a ί; for which φh~\a<) e
aγ Π a2, but φk(a0) e a2 — at. Since the former would give us an infinite
recursively enumerable subset of au contradicting its immunity, there
must be such a k. Now φk(a0) © φh~ι{a^ and ax is dense so that
there is an a,ea, with φk(a0) © at © φk'1(a0). Since ateaL and
φk~ι{^o) € <xx and φ is order-preserving on aίf it follows that φ(ax) ©
φk(aQ) = x0. Using aγ in place of α0 we may repeat the above argu-
ment to find another k such that φk~\a^) e aλ Π cc2 but xι — φk{a^) e a2—alm

Also, α?! = φk(aι) © ^(αj = x0 so that α?,. © x0. Since αjj. © ^"^αi) we
can choose a2 e aγ such that ^ © a2 © ^"^αO and continue the argu-
ment forever generating an infinite sequence © x2 © xv © x0 of
elements of a2 — aί9 contradicting its finiteness. Hence if ax ^c a2

it follows that ax £ a2.

THEOREM 8. Let β be any recursively enumerable set which is
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not recursive and let C be any finite partial ordering. Then there
is a collection of co-recursively enumerable sets, each bi-dense in Q,
each Turing-equivalent to β, such that, under <;c, this collection is
order-isomorphic to C.

Proof. Let (C, £ ) be a finite partial ordering with n elements.
Let cίt , cn be n elements of a where a is the set constructed
in Theorem 1. Let / be a 1-1 correspondence between C and
fa, ι e j Let ax — a[J {cf{y)\y C %} for each xe C. Clearly, if x
and y are in C, then ay — ax is finite, so that, by Lemma 3, ax<^cay

iff ax Q ay. But ax £ ay iff x c yf and hence ax<>cay iff x C y9 as
was to be proved.

5* Concluding remarks* We view the results of this note in
at least two contexts. One is to reveal the strong analogy between
uncountable suborderings of the reals and non-recursive suborderings
of the rationale. The examples of co-recursively enumerable sub-
orderings of the rationale suggests that they be considered under
^ c asa possible legitimate effectivization of uncountable suborderings
of the reals under ^ . This, in turn, may lead to the study of large
classes of suborderings of the rationals under ^ c and to the general
theories of ^ c and ^ .

Our results are also part of a collection of attempts to analyze
the effectiveness or computational content of some infinitary com-
binatorial theorems. Theorem 1 shows that Dushnik and Miller's
proof of Theorem II was, from a recursion theoretic point of view,
best possible. That is, their proof provides a co-recursively enumerable
construction while there is no recursive construction. Although we
did not deal with their proof of Theorem I at any length in this
note, we did mention that certain effective versions of it are false.
In fact, there is a recursive subset of the rationals whose classical
order type is ω which is not recursively similar to any proper subset
of itself.
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